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Here S
In November 2010, a leaked CAG report on the 2G spectrum policy suggested
that Rs. 1.76 lakh crores were lost (described as 'presumptive loss') to the
government exchequer because of myopic, even legally questionable policies of
the then UPA government in handing out valuable spectrum resource in 2007-08
at the price of 2001.
This book is based on the 2016 Indian demonetisation. It revolves around
demonetisation’s objectives stated by the Government as a measure to attack
on black Money, terrorism, counterfeit currency and making cash-less, further
corrected to less-cash economy. The book weighed these stated objectives and
assessed whether objectives will be achieved by this demonetisation. In addition
to three Indian demonetisations, the book covers 18 demonetisations across the
globe and 14 demonetisation-like events. Analysed demonetisation on the basis
of cost-benefit analysis, the book has also covered impact of demonetisation on
major industries like FMCG, Realty, Power, infrastructure, etc. and on prime
economic indicators like GDP, GVA, CRR, repo rate, inflation, etc.
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This Book is a compilation of select articles authored by M R Venkatesh, mostly
in Rediff.com. To the reader, his writings offer a ring side view of the debilitating
state of affairs in India under the leadership of Dr. Manmohan Singh. With a
persuasive, passionate and powerful style of writing the author demystifies the
challenges confronting India and Indian economy in a manner that is
comprehensible even to the layman. Making a strong case for a small yet
effective government, Venkatesh canvasses for sweeping economic,
administrative and judicial reforms while simultaneously pointing out to the
gargantuan failures of Dr. Manmohan Singh’s administration. Written between
2011 and 2013 these articles capture India's precipitous decline in various
spheres caused by a singular lack of willingness and / capacity to govern. In a
refreshing departure from the known suspects who end up merely being critical of
the Government, he also offers various alternatives to the challenges confronting
the country. Needless to emphasize, while his suggestions are eminently
debatable, the fact remains that these proposals are sure to secure necessary
traction in days to follow. The Toynbee like sweep of the subjects dealt by
Venkatesh in a precise, succinct and incisive manner makes this book a
compelling read. The foreword of this book has been authored by Dr.
Subramanian Swamy.
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‘The most stimulating history book which has come my way this year ...’History
Today
The decade after 11 September 2001 saw the enactment of counter-terrorism
laws around the world. These laws challenged assumptions about public
institutions, human rights and constitutional law. Those challenges are
particularly apparent in the context of the increased surveillance powers granted
to many law enforcement and intelligence agencies. This book brings together
leading legal scholars in the field of counter-terrorism and constitutional law, and
focuses their attention on the issue of surveillance. The breadth of topics covered
in this collection include: the growth and diversification of mechanisms of mass
surveillance, the challenges that technological developments pose for
constitutionalism, new actors in the surveillance state (such as local communities
and private organisations), the use of surveillance material as evidence in court,
and the effectiveness of constitutional and other forms of review of surveillance
powers. The book brings a strong legal focus to the debate surrounding
surveillance and counter-terrorism, and draws important conclusions about the
constitutional implications of the expansion of surveillance powers after 9/11.
Before 2008 2G auctions there were 6 telecom companies per circle. Then with
2008 2G auctions 8 new players got licences to operate. Why was there a need
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to have 14 mobile phone operators per circle? What were the real reasons
behind this expansion of the industry? Today only 4 of these companies remain :
BSNL, Jio, Airtel and VodafoneIdea. Wasn’t 2G scam actually to bring a
booming Indian mobile Telecom industry to its knees and making it go in debt?
What happened to the Indian mobile telecom industry that was once a pot of gold
? Did 2G scam actually happen to crush our National security from inside? In this
book I try to explore questions like these. I have tried to explain how 14
companies and deliberately introduced operational deficiencies have caused so
much harm to the Indian Telecom industry.What happened to this pot of gold?
Read on…
This book includes high-quality papers presented at the International Conference on
Data Science and Management (ICDSM 2019), organised by the Gandhi Institute for
Education and Technology, Bhubaneswar, from 22 to 23 February 2019. It features
research in which data science is used to facilitate the decision-making process in
various application areas, and also covers a wide range of learning methods and their
applications in a number of learning problems. The empirical studies, theoretical
analyses and comparisons to psychological phenomena described contribute to the
development of products to meet market demands.
The Information Economy Report 2009: Trends and Outlook in Turbulent Times (IER
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2009) is the fourth in a series published by the United Nations Conference on Trade
and Development (UNCTAD). The report is one of the few publications to monitor
global trends in information and communication technologies (ICTs) as they affect
developing countries. It serves as a valuable reference for policymakers in those
nations. It gives special attention to the impact of the global financial crisis on ICTs. The
report offers a fresh assessment of the diffusion of key ICT applications between 2003
and 2008. It includes chapters on the use of ICTs in the business sector and on the
impact of the financial crisis on ICT trade.
Our responses to our thermal environment have a considerable effect on our
performance and behavior, not least in the realm of work. There has been considerable
scientific investigation of these responses and formal methods have been developed for
environmental evaluation and design. In recent years these have been developed to the
extent that detailed national and international standards of practice have now become
feasible. This new edition of Ken Parson's definitive text brings us back up to date. He
covers hot, moderate and cold environments, and defines these in terms of six basic
parameters: air temperature, radiate temperature, humidity, air velocity, clothing worn,
and the person's activity. There is a focus on the principles and practice of human
response, which incorporates psychology, physiology and environmental physics with
applied ergonomics. Water requirements, computer modeling and computer-aided
design are brought in, as are current standards. Special populations, such as the aged
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or disabled and specialist environments such as those found in vehicles are also
considered. This book continues to be the standard text for the design of environments
for humans to live and work safely, comfortably and effectively, and for the design of
materials which help the same people cope with their environments.
This book discusses doing business and making profit on the right side of the law. It
explores the role of aligning business and legal strategies, and using the law as a
powerful tool in making businesses successful. In this unique book, the author draws on
his experience teaching future business leaders at the IIM Ahmedabad for more than a
decade. Numerous case studies from across the globe and involving top-notch
companies are discussed from both the business leadership and legal perspective, with
takeaways included at the end. Intended for senior managers who would prefer to have
the law as their friend, philosopher and guide, the book offers analyses of judgments
from various courts, but mainly from the Supreme Court of India and the US Supreme
Court, and provides judicial finality on several issues commonly faced by business
leaders. As such, it serves as a valuable reference guide for senior business managers
aspiring to take on top leadership positions.
Quarterly Current Affairs - October to December 2017 for Competitive Exams is a
unique handy magbook as it gives the complete update of the 4th Quarter months of
2017. The book talks of all the recent developments in the field of Polity, Economics,
Science & Technology, Sports, Art & Culture etc. This book would prove to be an asset
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for all students aspiring for the different competitive exams. The book highlights the gist
of the 4th Quarter of 2017 through Game Changers, Causes & Effects, Quote &
Unquote, etc.
This handbook provides advice on best practice for the recovery, publication and
archiving of animal bones and teeth from Holocene archaeological sites (ie from
approximately the last 10,000 years). It has been written for local authority archaeology
advisors, consultants, museum curators, project managers, excavators and
zooarchaeologists, with the aim of ensuring that approaches are suitable and costeffective.
Guidebook which aims to improve MPA management by providing a framework that
links the goals and objectives of MPAs with indicators that measure management
effectiveness. The framework and indicators were field-tested in 18 sites around the
world, and results of these pilots were incorporated into the guidebook. Published as a
result of a 4-year partnership of IUCN's World Commission on Protected Areas-Marine,
World Wildlife Fund, and the NOAA National Ocean Service International Program
Office.
Not just an accountant is an incisive, no-holds-barred account of Indias eleventh
comptroller and auditor general and a symbol of the anti-corruption movement, Vinod
Rai. Through a narrative, rich in anecdote and inside information, Rai sheds light on the
major scams that shook the country. Among the case studies-chosen for the diversity of
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failures they highlight are - the procedural irregularities in the issuance of licenses for
second generation spectrum allotment, the last minute quick-fixes in the conduct of the
XIX commonwealth games, the loss of national resources while allocating coal blocks,
the flouting of systems and the clear display of crony capitalism in the exploration of
hydrocarbon and the tragic tale of civil aviation in India. Through these illustrations, Rai
wishes to not only expose government malfeasance, but also probe the mandate of the
CAG as a watchdog. Equally, he hopes to push for long-term solutions to corruption
and bring home the urgent need for ethics-for the pursuit of excellence, accountability,
probity and transparency within governments, the bureaucracy, corporate enterprises
and public life. Interesting facts A blow-by-blow, explosive, yet thoughtful account that
sheds new light on the scams that shook India - 2G, coalgate, civil aviation, the conduct
of the XIX commonwealth games and hydrocarbon contracts. Explodes the myth of
accountability in contemporary Indian governance. Written by the eleventh CAG of India
and a symbol of the anti-corruption movement, Vinod Rai. Presents long-term solutions
for the future, so as to contain procedural irregularities within the government and
corporate enterprises. Provides a roadmap for good governance, important for the
growth of the nation. Exhorts younger professionals / administrators to strive for
excellence.
There can be no dispute that the judges of the high courts and the Supreme Court of
India wield tremendous powers. However, power comes with a price which bestows
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huge responsibility and calls for strict adherence to dos and don'ts. This book builds
upon this narrative and advocates that judges must be made accountable not only in
respect of their personal conduct and integrity, but also in respect of the judicial verdicts
they deliver. The work emphasizes that the need for judicial accountability has
increased in recent times as the judiciary is, nowadays, performing not only judicial
functions, but virtually executive functions also, for which the government is
accountable to the people. The author, in particular, critically discusses Articles 141,
142, and 144, which make the Supreme Court the most powerful institution in the
country, and Articles 32 and 136, which also confer wide powers on it. Using these
powers, the apex court sometimes, unmindful of the budgetary and other vital
implications, passes orders which are simply not implementable. For example, the
intervention of the Supreme Court in the matter of the interlinking of rivers, a policy
decision which falls clearly in the domain of the Executive. The book advocates the
need for judicial accountability to save the institutions of justice from turning autocratic
and narcissistic.
This book presents the latest research in the fields of computational intelligence,
ubiquitous computing models, communication intelligence, communication security,
machine learning, informatics, mobile computing, cloud computing and big data
analytics. The best selected papers, presented at the International Conference on
Innovative Data Communication Technologies and Application (ICIDCA 2020), are
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included in the book. The book focuses on the theory, design, analysis, implementation
and applications of distributed systems and networks.
ADDA 247 is launching a complete and comprehensive eBook on "English Language".
Third Edition eBook is updated as per the latest examination pattern and is suitable for
all the Banking & Insurance Examinations such as SBI, RBI, IBPS, LIC, GIC, ESIC &
Others. The aim of this eBook is to help students learn and understand the new pattern
of recruitment exams which will help them to maximize their scores in the competitive
examination. The eBook has been prepared by experienced faculties, subject-matter
experts and with the expertise of Adda247 keeping the new pattern and challenges of
competitive exams in mind. Exclusive By Adda247 Publications: Aspirants are well
aware of the dynamics of competitive examination, 3-6 months down the preparation
line, you can observe a few changes in the pattern and level of questions. In such a
scenario. Adda247 Publications has brought a solution to this issue!!! We bring to you
an exclusive feature with purchase of this book by Adda247 Publications- you will also
get an ebook of the same that you'll be able to access from store.adda247.com or
Adda247 App. we've brought access to all the latest updates and study material at your
fingertips. Salient Features of the eBook: - 1700+ Multiple Choice Questions with 100%
solutions - The book is divided into two sections Grammar and Verbal ability - Detailed
concepts and exercises for each chapter - All the topics of verbal ability are divided into
various types with exercises - Previous years' questions from the various topics are
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given at the end of the chapters - Basic to advance level questions with detailed
solutions - Useful for NRA CET as well Course Highlights: - 1700+ Questions with
detailed solutions - All the topics of verbal ability are divided into various types - Basic
to Advance Level Questions with Detailed Solutions - Includes the Previous Years'
Questions asked in Banking & Insurance Exam
When The Accidental Prime Minister was published in 2014, it created a storm and
became the publishing sensation of the year. The Prime Minister’s Office called the
book a work of ‘fiction’, the press hailed it as a revelatory account of Prime Minister
Manmohan Singh’s first term in UPA. Written by Singh’s media adviser and trusted
aide, the book describes Singh’s often troubled relations with his ministers, his
cautious equation with Sonia Gandhi and how he handled the big crises from managing
the Left to pushing through the nuclear deal. Insightful, acute and packed with political
anecdotes, The Accidental Prime Minister is one of the great insider accounts of Indian
political life.
"This handbook is intended to enable national judges in all types of tribunals in both civil law
and common law jurisdictions to identify environmental issues coming before them and to be
aware of the range of options available to them in interpreting and applying the law. It seeks to
provide judges with a practical guide to basic environmental issues that are likely to arise in
litigation. It includes information on international and comparative environmental law and
references to relevant cases."--P. iii.
The Wild East bridges political economy and anthropology to examine a variety of il/legal
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economic sectors and businesses such as red sanders, coal, fire, oil, sand, air spectrum, land,
water, real estate, procurement and industrial labour. The 11 case studies, based across India,
Pakistan and Bangladesh, explore how state regulative law is often ignored and/or selectively
manipulated. The emerging collective narrative shows the workings of regulated criminal
economic systems where criminal formations, politicians, police, judges and bureaucrats are
deeply intertwined. By pioneering the field-study of the politicisation of economic crime, and
disrupting the wider literature on South Asia’s informal economy, The Wild East aims to
influence future research agendas through its case for the study of mafia-enterprises and their
engagement with governance in South Asia and outside. Its empirical and theoretical
contribution to debates about economic crimes in democratic regimes will be of critical value to
researchers in Economics, Anthropology, Sociology, Comparative Politics, Political Science
and International Relations, Criminologists and Development Studies, as well as to those
inside and outside academia interested in current affairs and the relationship between crime,
politics and mafia enterprises.
2G Saga UnfoldsThe Accidental Prime MinisterThe Making and Unmaking of Manmohan
SinghPenguin UK
One of India's most incredible and enviable cultural aspects is that every Indian is bilingual, if
not multilingual. Delving into the fascinating early history of South Asia, this original book
reveals how migration, both external and internal, has shaped all Indians from ancient times.
Through a first-of-its-kind and incisive study of languages, such as the story of early Sanskrit,
the rise of Urdu, language formation in the North-east, it presents the astounding argument
that all Indians are of mixed origins.It explores the surprising rise of English after
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Independence and how it may be endangering India's native languages.
Presents a cultural portrait of today's India that evaluates the role of political corruption,
economic inequality, and civil rights violations in the economic promise of five years ago.
Harish Salve failed his CA exam twice. Mukul Rohatgi was unable to secure a place at the Law
Faculty, Delhi University. Rohinton Nariman was trained to become a Parsi priest. Legal
Eagles examines the lives and times of India’s top seven lawyers, who fought some of the
country’s landmark courtroom battles. Tracing their journey from their childhood days to the
present, the book highlights the important milestones of their careers, their victories and
failures, their influences, and their work ethic and role models, demonstrating that the path to
success is paved with determination, grit and challenges. Journalist Indu Bhan gives a ringside
view of the most significant case handled by each of these lawyers, including the Vodafone tax
case, Coalgate and the 2G spectrum controversy, among others.
Public institutions support good governance, which, in turn, promotes sustainable economic
development and, thereby nurtures the welfare of the people. The vital bond between a people
and its government is that of trust, and these public institutions help maintain that trust.
The sixth edition of an educational handbook revised and updated in 1992 that has become a
standard text for training teachers in the health sciences. Unorthodox in its approach, the book
challenges teachers to increase their skills so as to make learning easier for students. To this
end, readers are given a task-oriented exercise in self-learning that can help them rethink
attitudes, reorient teaching objectives, and then master the appropriate skills. The importance
of producing graduates who are able to respond to community and individual health needs is
repeatedly emphasized. The book features five main chapters covering educational objectives,
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evaluation planning, program construction, test and measurement techniques, and the
organization of an educational workshop. Within each chapter, theoretical information is
presented and followed wherever appropriate by exercise sheets. Such a format makes it
possible for the reader to skip and select, test, and choose according to his individual interests.
Though most practical examples pertain to the medical and nursing professions, the handbook
has also enjoyed wide use in teacher training for the dentistry, pharmacy, and sanitary
engineering professions.
The The thouroughly Revised & Updated 3rd Edition of the book Polity Compendium for
General Studies CSAT Paper 1, State PCS, CDS & NDA Exams has been thoroughly revised
& updated to provide the MOST UPDATED material for the exam. The USP of the book is that
the information is captured in a concise and easy to remember methodology which further
comprises of Mind Maps, Infographics, Charts, Tables and latest exam pattern MCQs. The
emphasis of the book has been on conceptual understanding and better retention which are
important from the point of view of the exam. The book captures most of the important
questions with explanations of the past years of the IAS Prelim exam, CDS, NDA and other
competitive exams distributed in the various chapters. The book is divided into 8 chapters.
Each chapter is followed by 2 levels of exercises with 1000+ Simple MCQs & statement based
MCQs.
This book captures how electioneering has changed over the years and how media and
marketing have assumed more significance than party manifestos. On 16th May 2014, India
witnessed the result of an intense political campaign. Those who were vanquished felt that this
was due to the success of a marketing blitzkrieg, which actually pollutes a democracy. Again,
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for those who supported the eventual winner—the Narendra Modi-led BJP—it was a great
victory. Viewed either way, India’s national election for the 16th Lok Sabha in 2014 will remain
a landmark in the annals of political campaigns. The work is thus a study of campaign
strategies, how they are framed, the role of local actors and to what extent individuals rule over
ideologies and vice versa. An important contribution to the study of India’s 2014 General
Elections.
With limited authority over state lawmaking, but ultimate responsibility for the performance of
government, how effective are governors in moving their programs through the legislature?
This book advances a new theory about what makes chief executives most successful and
explores this theory through original data. Thad Kousser and Justin H. Phillips argue that
negotiations over the budget, on the one hand, and policy bills on the other are driven by
fundamentally different dynamics. They capture these dynamics in models informed by
interviews with gubernatorial advisors, cabinet members, press secretaries and governors
themselves. Through a series of novel empirical analyses and rich case studies, the authors
demonstrate that governors can be powerful actors in the lawmaking process, but that what
they're bargaining over – the budget or policy – shapes both how they play the game and how
often they can win it.
CSAT, UPSC, State PSC, UPSC Prelims, CAPF, CDS, NDA
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